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What problem are we solving?
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We’d like a method that 
lets us use LLMs to 
correctly answer factual 
questions no human could 
otherwise answer.
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The scalable oversight approach to 
truthfulness foregrounds human 
supervision as a source of trust:

How do we enable humans to accurately 
supervise LLMs for truthfulness in 
domains the humans don’t fully 
understand? 
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Our Primary Scalable-Oversight Agenda:
Human-Moderated AI-AI Debate
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Bowman and Lanham ‘23 (Anthropic), drawing heavily on ideas from Irving, Christiano, and Amodei ‘18; 
Irving and Askell ‘19; Barnes ‘20; Hubinger ‘20

https://docs.google.com/document/d/173SpCyspboHBp3bHqWvUiduzatbuuv7QAvWVamwcGbk/edit#heading=h.y688a3xvk7nc
https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.00899
https://distill.pub/2019/safety-needs-social-scientists/
https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/PJLABqQ962hZEqhdB/debate-update-obfuscated-arguments-problem
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/YWwzccGbcHMJMpT45/ai-safety-via-market-making
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A human judge is responsible for 
answering a two-choice question.

…trained with feedback on 
whether their answers are correct 
(in a training domain).

AI debaters, with some information or 
skill advantage over the judge, present 
arguments.

…trained with RL from the judge’s 
confidence in their answer.

Evidence presented in arguments 
should be checkable by the judge.

The debate is an unstructured dialog 
between the debaters and the judge.

The judge can decline to resolve the 
debate with a confident judgment for 
either side if neither side presents a 
compelling case.



Initial Benchmark: QuALITY
Question Answering with Long Input Texts, Yes!

7Pang, Parrish, Joshi et al. ‘22 (NYU)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.08608
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Multiple-choice questions…

…about stories that take tens of 
minutes to read…

…that we’ve verified can’t be 
answered without a full read-through 
(i.e., by skimming or 
keyword-searching). 

Our primary testbed for debate so far:

Debaters have full access to the story.

Judges do not see the story, except 
through short excerpts selected by the 
debaters.



Experiments with Human Debaters
Debate Helps Supervise Unreliable Experts

9Michael, Mahdi, Rein, et al. ‘23 (NYU)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.08702
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Evaluations with experienced debaters playing both roles, mostly 
hired from NYU’s highly-competitive student debate team.

Overall human judge accuracy is good but not perfect, at 84%.

This was a fairly intensive many-month effort, so there may not 
be much low-hanging fruit for higher accuracy on QuALITY.

Debate significantly outperforms consultancy: The adversarial 
element of debate is useful for robust truthfulness.

Debates are also only 68% as long.



Ongoing Experiments with LLMs

12Radhakrishnan et al. ‘23 (Anthropic)

https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/QtqysYdJRenWFeWc4/anthropic-fall-2023-debate-progress-update
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Starting with only one long argument 
per debater rather than interaction.

Optimizing a CIaude 2 based judge 
with supervised learning.

Optimizing Claude 2 based debaters 
with both RL and best-of-N against 
the judge model.

Judge accuracy improves during 
training (73% to 78%).

Debater effectiveness also improves 
during optimization (+100 Elo).

Even as the dishonest debater is 
getting more effective, the overall 
system is better at truth-seeking.

Transcripts look like debates.

LLM judges are a likely a good 
proxy for humans during training.



A Better Benchmark
Graduate-Level Google-Proof QA (GPQA)

14Rein et al. ‘23 (NYU)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.12022


We want to test debate in 
settings where smart, careful, 
well-resourced judges still 
need to rely on the debaters.

We’ll need a harder 
benchmark.
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Question writers have PhD-level training in chemistry, biology, or physics.

Questions are verified to be answerable by someone else in their subfield.

Questions are verified to be challenging for someone in a different STEM field, 
even given tens of minutes and Google.

Questions generally rely on a both difficult concepts and tradecraft that isn’t generally 
written down.

Challenging for current systems: GPT-4 with search gets 39%.



Takeaways and Next Steps
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Debate seems to 
incentivize AI systems to 
help humans answer 
questions they could not 
have answered otherwise.
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Next steps with AI 
debaters include 
cross-domain transfer.
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Full demos with AI 
debaters on GPQA will 
need to wait for better 
LLMs.
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What if the simplest argument 
for an answer is just too 
complex for any judge?
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Are there important blind spots 
in human judging that we 
won’t be able to train out?
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Thanks!
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Akbir Khan, Alex Tamkin, Alex Wang, Alicia Parrish, Amanda Askell, Angelica Chen, Ansh Radhakrishnan, 
Asa Cooper Stickland, Beth Barnes, Betty Li Hou, Buck Shlegeris, Chen Zhao, Dan Valentine, Daniel Ziegler, 
David Rein, Ethan Perez, Geoffrey Irving, He He, Jackson Petty, Jan Leike, Jana Thompson, Jared Kaplan, 
Jason Phang, John Hughes, Johnny Ma, Jon Ander Campos, Jonathan Uesato, Julian Michael, Julien Dirani, 
Kamal Ndousse, Kamile Lukosiute, Kevin Klyman, Kshitij Sachan, Max Nadeau, Nat McAleese, Newton Cheng, 
Nikita Nangia, Nitish Joshi, Omer Levy, Paul Christiano, Richard Yuanzhe Pang, Ryan Greenblatt, Saku 
Sugawara, Salsabila Mahdi, Samuel Arnesen, Sebastian Farquhar, Shauna Kravec, Tamera Lanham, Vishakh 
Padmakumar, William Saunders, Yuntao Bai, and many data contractors (mostly named in papers).

The NYU efforts were also made possible by funding from: 

Schmidt Futures, the NSF, Samsung, Apple, Open Philanthropy, BERI, NYU HPC Center

Interested in next-generation responsible 

scaling policies? Talk to me at office hours!


